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Who’s Minding the Store? – Hollywood Classics
Another laugh-out-loud movie riot from Jerry Lewis and Frank
Tashlin (director) Their other collaboration, 'The Disorderly
Orderly' and this film are my two.
Who's Minding the Store? - Wikipedia
Norman Phiffier works as a store clerk in a large department
store. Jerry Lewis, Jill St. John, Ray Walston. An average
television repairman must care for the newborn triplets of his
former hometown sweetheart, now a famous movie star, so her
career will not suffer.
Who's Minding The Store? Movie Trailer and Videos | TV Guide
An incompetent young man is given a job in a department store
by his girlfriend's mother, who hopes to put an end to their
romance. Genres: Comedy. Director.
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Who's Minding the Store? () - Full HD Movie For Free |
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Phone, Suggest a phone number Posts about Who's Minding the
Store? her heiress status to the Tuttle Department Store
fortune a secret from Phiffier.
?Who's Minding the Store? () directed by Frank Tashlin •
Reviews, film + cast • Letterboxd
Jerry Lewis plays Norman Phiffer, a proud man in a humble
life, who doesn't know that his girlfriend, Barbara, is heir
to the Tuttle Department Store dynasty.
Related books: Les grandes énigmes de la police (French
Edition), Son of Oldenburg: The Life and World War II Diary of
Gerold Meyer, Elegiae - Elegien (German Edition), El hijo de
Yuri Gagarin (Spanish Edition), iEmployment.
Romance on the High Seas film 19 hours ago Storyline:Socialite
Elvira Kent suspects her husband of fooling around with other
women. Frank Tashlin drawing on his studio. When he performs a
marathon, running around the block, his slowed down jog and
stagger are brilliant comic studies of the essence of those
actions.
UserReviewsClumsyerrandboytriestomakegoodonlytomakemattersworse!
Like the other flights, they put the plane on autopilot while
the pilot, the co-pilot, and the flight engineer all
concentrated on the indicator light. It would be interesting
to read a feminist study on Who's Minding the Store? IMDb
More. But,Mrs.Search This Blog. Movies in Classics See All.
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